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Abstract

Authoring tools for intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) are meant to provide environments where instructors may author their own ITSs in varying domains. In this way, painful constructions of ITSs, which are not reusable, may be avoided. However, the construction of an authoring tool is associated with many problems, such as the generality of the techniques incorporated, domain-independence, effectiveness for the prospective authors (instructors), and effectiveness for the students who will use the resulting ITSs. In this paper we will report on an empirical study that we conducted in order to design and develop WEAR, an ITS authoring tool for Algebra-related domains. In the study we investigated several aspects concerning the attitude and behaviour of both students and instructors. The study revealed important issues and was then used for the specification of the design of WEAR. A brief description of the developed system is also included in the paper so that the way that the design specifications were put into practice may be shown. However, a lot of the authoring tool’s requirements that came to light could be applicable to other authoring tools as well. The most important requirement of this kind was the need for an instructor modelling component so that adaptivity could be provided to human instructors (authors). The provision of such facility is a novelty in the area of ITS authoring tools.
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1. Introduction

Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) are computer-based instructional systems aiming at reproducing the behaviour of a human tutor who can adapt his/her teaching to the learning needs of
the individual student. As such, ITSs have the ability to present the teaching material in a flexible way and to provide learners with tailored instruction and feedback. This is achieved through the main components constituting an ITS: the domain expert, the student model, the teaching expert and the user interface. A number of successful evaluations of ITSs (Corbett & Anderson, 1992; Koedinger, Anderson, Hadley, & Mark 1997; Lajoie, 1993; Shute & Glaser, 1990) have shown that such systems can be educationally effective in comparison with traditional instructional methods either by reducing the amount of time it takes students to reach a particular level of achievement or by improving the achievement levels, given the same time on a task.

The main flaw of ITSs and possibly the reason for their limited use in workplaces and classrooms is the complex and time-consuming task of their construction. As estimated by Woolf and Cunningham (1987) an hour of instructional material requires more than 200 h of ITS development time. Furthermore, an already constructed ITS for a specific domain, can neither be reconstructed to function for a different domain, nor can it be altered (i.e. to reflect a different tutoring strategy in the same domain) without spending much time and effort.

An approach to simplifying the ITS construction is the development of ITS authoring tools. The goal of such tools is to provide an environment that can be used by a wider range of people to develop cost-effective ITSs. However, the high degree of difficulty and complexity of the construction of an ITS passes to the construction of an ITS authoring tool which is a yet harder and more complex task. The reason for this is that authoring tools should be able to operate effectively at two levels: at the first level, they should operate effectively for the instructors who intend to author an ITS and at the second level they should incorporate the expertise needed to produce ITSs that operate effectively for students. Moreover, they have to use domain-independent methods and be general enough to be used for the construction of many ITSs.

In view of the above, the development of an ITS authoring tool is an issue that needs a lot of attention. Knowledge elicitation and acquisition from domain expert tutors are needed for constructing the framework of the knowledge bases of the ITSs that will be generated by the authoring tool. However, it is widely acknowledged that the process of knowledge acquisition is a bottleneck in the development of expert systems (e.g. Boose, 1993; Garg-Janardan & Salvendy, 1988; Kitto & Bose, 1989; Walczak, 1998). In the case of ITSs, knowledge acquisition is even more difficult than in other expert systems because as Twidale (1992) points out, in ITSs knowledge acquisition is necessary for all three main elements: domain expert, teaching expert and student model. Finally, the case of ITS authoring tools increases the difficulty in knowledge acquisition since the expertise to be represented has to be as domain-independent as possible so that it may be used for ITSs of multiple domains.

Knowledge engineering techniques include protocol analysis, observations, interviews and introspection, case analysis and questionnaires (Bell & Hardiman, 1989). However, often the result is a “data dump” that leads to knowledge that is poorly structured, inflexible and incomplete (Thurman, Brann, & Mitchell, 1997). Therefore, in ITS authoring tools which are complex systems, reporting on the knowledge engineering techniques used, would be an asset for the advancement of this technology. However, reviewing the ITS literature one comes up with the finding that there is a serious lack of any reports on the development of ITS authoring tools. The lack of reports in the literature does not promote the future achievements in the area of authoring tools. Collins (1992) notices: “We have had many technologies introduced in classrooms all over the world, but these innovations have provided remarkably little systematic knowledge or accumulated wisdom.
to guide the development of future innovations”. By conducting empirical studies and presenting their results, future research efforts can both be advanced and made easier.

The rapid growth of the Internet and World Wide Web offers new opportunities and challenges for many areas. One of them is education. Web-based education has numerous advantages such as the convenience of taking a course without leaving the workplace or home and the reduced cost (Berz, Erdelyi & Hoekfens, 1999). In addition, teachers and educational researchers are encountering both unprecedented opportunities and challenges to adapt networks to their classrooms and research fields (Chou, 1999). However, most of the educational applications that have been delivered through the World Wide Web are just electronic books with very limited interactivity and diagnostic capability. An integration of ITSs and Web-based technologies would be very beneficial for the purposes of education. Indeed, there have been successful attempts to either move existing ITSs to the WWW (e.g. Alpert, Singley, & Fairweather, 1999; Ritter, 1997) or build from scratch Web-based ITSs (e.g. Eliot, Neiman, & Lamar, 1997; Peylo, Thelen, Rollinger, & Gust 2000). However, Web-based ITSs aim at reaching a much more heterogeneous group of learners in settings where no teacher is available to help users during the learning process. In order to match the large diversity of student needs, backgrounds and interests, a careful and extensive knowledge acquisition phase should precede the development of a Web-based ITS. This is even more urgent in the case of Web-based ITS authoring tools which are also addressed to a wide range of instructors with varying beliefs, preferences and teaching styles. Indeed, as noted by Hendler and Feigenbaum (2001), the knowledge acquisition bottleneck becomes particularly troubling in the era of the World Wide Web and they continue by saying that the ubiquity of information accessible at the fingertips of millions of users drives a relentless demand for more intelligent computer assistance.

In this paper we will describe an empirical study that we conducted and led us to the development of WEAR, which is a Web-based ITS authoring tool. What we intended to produce was an authoring tool for building intelligent tutoring systems in algebra-related domains. As algebra-related domains we consider these domains that make extensive use of algebraic equations (e.g. physics, economics, chemistry, etc.). Before conducting the empirical study, we decided upon the basic requirements of the software that we would produce and we determined the aspects that needed further examination. These aspects formed the investigation study that we performed and will be discussed in this paper. In particular, we will describe the three parts which our study consisted of. The first part of the study aimed at identifying issues relating to the ITSs that the authoring tool would be generating and it involved mainly students. Students were given some problems to solve and the analysis of their answers by expert instructors gave rise to the design guidelines for ITSs in algebra-related domains. The second part of the study which involved only instructors aimed at identifying issues that related to the instructors’ needs and expectations when authoring an ITS with an authoring tool. To achieve this, instructors were asked several questions concerning their preferences, teaching strategies and beliefs. The results of this second part of the study formed the design guidelines for WEAR’s authoring environment. The third and final part of the study aimed at verifying the design guidelines of both the authoring and learning environments of WEAR. In this part both instructors and students were involved. A questionnaire was given to instructors who were asked to rate the functions of an ITS authoring tool that reflected the resulting from the first two parts of the study design guidelines. Students’ involvement in this verification phase of the study, concerned the evaluation of the user interface
of the generated by WEAR ITSs. In the main body of this paper we will describe and discuss the whole study and we will present the operation of the developed system. Finally, we will give the conclusions drawn from this work.

2. Experiment concerning the construction of intelligent tutoring systems

2.1. Aims and settings of the experiment

The first part of the experiment aimed at identifying issues that related to the construction of a generic frame for ITSs. In particular, the main questions that had to be addressed concerned the domain knowledge, student models and the generation of advice of the ITSs that would be constructed automatically by the authoring tool. However, these issues had to be addressed in a way that would be as domain independent as possible. Therefore, one of the main targets of the experiment was to identify similarities in the problem solving approaches and categories of students’ errors in these domains. The categories of error would serve as the basis for the design of the student modelling component of the ITSs. Finally, the experiment also aimed at identifying student characteristics that could be modelled and could be associated with the students’ proneness to certain kinds of error and their general performance in problem solving. Such information would be useful for setting the aims of the inferential capabilities of the student modelling component.

The experiment involved high school students. At this point, it should be noted that in Greece three directions of graduate studies exist: the science, the technological and the arts direction. Students attend some classes that are common to all directions and some others that are specific for the direction that they have chosen. The experiment was based on courses that were common to all directions. In particular, two groups of 15–16 years old students were involved. The two groups originated from courses of two different algebra-related domains; one was from a physics course (35 subjects) and another one was from an economics course (20 subjects). In order for our sample to be unbiased most of the students who participated were from different high schools.

Students of each group were given problems from the corresponding subject and were asked to solve them. The students’ answers to these problems were given to domain expert tutors to analyse them. The problems corresponded to what students were taught recently in their classes and were given to them as part of an informal exam. Students who participated in the experiment were also asked to provide their previous years’ marks both in the corresponding subject (physics or economics) and in mathematics. This was done, so that the instructors who would analyse the students’ protocols could be able to comment on the relation between students’ past performance and the current performance.

Finally, students were asked to answer questions concerning the course that they were taught at their respective schools, their instructor and their interests. For example, they were asked what they were interested in knowing about the course and their instructor in the beginning of a course; whether they sought information from older students who had taken the same course before they did; whether they were interested in the course they were taking; what their intentions were concerning their studies after graduating from school. Students were requested to state the direction they were following because this kind of information would indicate the students’
degree of interest in the courses taught and would be useful for identifying possible relations of
courses' interests and their performance.

All this information as well as the papers that the students turned in, were analysed by human
experts. There were four human experts who participated in this part of the experiment. Two of
them had a first degree and an MSc in Physics and two of them had a first degree and an MSc in
Economics. All of them had at least 4 years experience in teaching at schools. The four instruc-
tors were different from the instructors that the students had at their schools. This was done so
that the students who participated would not feel intimidated or nervous.

2.2. Analysis of the results

Concerning the possible similarities in problem solving approaches of different algebra-related
domains, the experiment revealed that there was a standard method for solving particular pro-
blems that were set to students of various levels:

- students should read and comprehend what is given and what is asked in the stated prob-
lem and they should form the equations(s) needed for the problem to be solved, and
- students should then solve the system of equations for the unknown variable(s) of the
problem.

For example, in the domain of physics one problem of this kind is the following: “A force of
100 Newtons is acting on a 25 kg object, which is initially stable. After 10 seconds how much
is the impulse?” For a student to solve this problem s/he should use the equations $F = m*a$, $J = m*v$ and $v = v_0 + a*t$. S/he should replace each known variable with its value and solve for
the unknown variables. Similarly, in the domain of economics one such problem could be this:
“Given that the Gross National Product–GNP is 1500, Net Factor Payments from abroad–
NFP is 20, Investment–I is 250 and National Saving–S is 300, find the Gross Domestic Pro-
duct–GDP and Net Exports–NX.” Again, students should replace the given data in the
equations $S = I + CA$, $CA = NX + NFP$ and $GDP = GNP – NFP$ and solve for the unknown
variables.

In such kind of problem and irrespective of the specific domain to which these problems belong,
each of the above-mentioned steps for solving the problem can be an error source. In particular,
students may not form the equations correctly that are needed for the problem or they may not
successfully solve the equations. The former kind of errors can be considered as “domain errors”
and the latter as “mathematical errors”. These two error categories can be further divided into
sub-categories (Fig. 1). Concerning the “domain errors”, the students’ answers manifested three
cases: either students may not be able to write down an equation at all, or students may attempt
to use a correctly formed equation which is not appropriate for the particular problem, or stu-
dents may not form the equation correctly. In this last case, the possible error is either that stu-
dents may form an equation that involves one or more erroneous variables, or students may write
down an equation where some variables are missing or not needed, or that students may confuse
the relationship between the variables of an equation. Concerning the “mathematical errors”,
these are distinguished in calculation errors, replacement errors and errors in isolating the
unknown variable of an equation.
The experiment showed how the errors were distributed along the aforementioned categories and sub-categories of error in each of the domains of the study. These quantitative results are illustrated in Figs. 2–4. As it can be seen, most kinds of error were present at the papers of both domain groups. This indicates the need for the ITSs to be able to recognise all these different categories of error and provide students with appropriate feedback.

The comparison of the results of the two groups showed that although most of the error categories were present at the papers of both groups, the percentages of each error category differed between the physics and the economics domain. This means that the categories of error may be
the same for different algebra-related domains but the distribution of these errors depends on the particular domain. This is not an unexpected finding: for example, the fact that 50% of the physics problems contained mathematical errors whereas in the economics group these were only the 11%, probably results from the fact that in physics the equations that students should solve are far more complicated than in economics and the values of the variables are usually decimal; therefore, physics students are more prone to mathematical errors. As a consequence of that, the importance of each kind of error differs between different domains and this affects both the students’ grade and the instructional actions that a tutor should perform.

In our attempt to explore whether several student characteristics could be associated with his/her performance and even further to specific categories of error, we came up with various findings. As expected, students with very high previous year’s grades (≥18 out of 20) had a better performance in the test than the rest of the participants. However, looking deeper in the results we came up with some unexpected findings. Concerning the domain errors, 3% were made by students whose previous year’s grade in physics was between 18 (out of 20) and 20 (out of 20), 29% by students with grade between 15 and 17, 47% by students with grade between 12 and 14 and only 20% by students with grade less than 12 (Fig. 5). The last two percentages seem quite peculiar but this may be explained by the following hypothesis: Very weak students (grade < 12)
are probably trying harder to memorise formulae than students who feel more confident due to their “not so low” grade.

In mathematical errors, the relation between the percentage of errors and previous year’s grades were different from the case of domain errors. Six percent of the mathematical errors were made by students whose previous year’s math grade was between 18 and 20, 31% by students with grade between 15 and 17, 30% by students with grade between 12 and 14 and 32% by students with grade less than 12 (Fig. 6). The surprising result here is that excluding the excellent students (grade > 18), the rest of them contributed almost the same to the total of math errors.

Concerning the correlation between the students’ direction and the errors they made we came up with the following findings (Fig. 7):

- Students of the “science” direction were responsible for 18% of the total domain errors and 17% of the total mathematical errors.
Students of the “technological” direction were responsible for 47% of the total domain errors and 39% of the total mathematical errors.

Students of the “arts” direction were responsible for 34% of the total domain errors and 44% of the total mathematical errors.

As it can be seen from these results, students of the “science” direction performed better and made fewer errors than the rest of the students. This can be attributed on one hand to the fact that this direction of studies attracts mostly the students who have high grades in mathematics and on the other hand to the fact that obviously these students who have chosen such a direction are more willing to deal with physics and math problems. As expected students of the “arts” direction were responsible for the largest percentage of the mathematical errors. However, they were not responsible for the largest percentage of the domain errors. This may be attributed to the fact that these students are not very fond of solving problems in physics or mathematics but they are quite willing to memorise formulae; in this way they are capable of forming the equations correctly but their lack of skills prevents them form solving the problem correctly. The “technological” direction attracts the weakest students of all. Therefore, this group was responsible for the majority of the domain errors. These students made many mathematical errors as well; the underlying reason for this may be that students that think of themselves as being incapable of dealing with mathematics do not choose this direction of studies, since it requires quite a lot of mathematical skills.

Finally, students were asked what aspects concerning their instructor and course they would be interested in knowing before the beginning of a new course. To this, they answered almost unanimously that they were usually asking older students whether their instructor was demanding as for the difficulty of problems s/he gave to them and whether s/he was strict in grading their work.

2.3. Basic operation of WEAR

The aforementioned analysis served as a basis for the design and development of a Web-based authoring tool for the construction of intelligent tutoring systems. The tool is called WEAR,
which stands for WEb-based authoring tool for Algebra-Related domains. An earlier prototype of WEAR is described in Virvou and Moundridou (2000). Most of the study’s findings were used in the requirements and design specifications of WEAR. However, some of the study’s findings have not been exploited in the current version of the system. These concern the associations of the students’ direction of studies and past performance with their current performance. These findings can be utilized in subsequent versions of WEAR or in the design of similar systems. In the remainder of this section we will briefly describe WEAR’s operation and highlight the aspects that relate to the common structure of the ITSs that result from the authoring procedure using WEAR.

WEAR provides an authoring environment where instructors may author their ITSs and a learning environment where students may interact with the resulting ITS. In the learning environment, students are presented with a number of problems to work on and are provided with individualised feedback while they are solving them. They also have at their disposal an electronic textbook and are offered navigation support adapted to their individual knowledge. In the authoring environment, the instructor is able to construct problems and tests and author the adaptive electronic textbook. In all cases, WEAR provides automatic assistance, as will be discussed in the subsequent sections.

2.3.1. The authoring environment

The tool takes input from a human instructor about a specific equation-related domain (e.g. economics). This input consists of knowledge about variables, units of measure, formulae and their relation. The instructor does not have to provide the complete list of variables and equations that describe the domain in a single session. S/he may only enter the ones that are needed to solve the problems to be constructed in the current interaction and add more in the interactions to follow. WEAR accumulates domain knowledge each time that the human instructor gives new information. This means that the instructor may provide input to the tool at the same rate as lessons progress in a course. An example of input to the system that an instructor could provide to describe a portion of the domain of economics is shown in Table 1.

WEAR provides the facility of assisting the instructor to create problems where students are asked to give the solution step by step, or multiple-choice tests. When an instructor wishes to create problems, s/he is guided by the system through a step by step procedure. At each step of this procedure the instructor should specify values for some parameters needed to construct a problem. The system follows the instructor’s actions and reports any inconsistencies. For example, if the instructor enters values for fewer variables than those needed for the problem to be solvable then the system points out the error. In particular, the procedure of constructing a problem is the following:

- Step 1 (unknown variables): WEAR displays every variable that the instructor has entered when describing the domain (e.g. Table 1) and requests the selection of those that will serve as unknown variables of the problem to be constructed. For example, an instructor may have selected GDP—Gross Domestic Product and NX—Net exports to be the unknown variables of a problem.
- Step 2 (known variables): The instructor is requested to select the variables that will serve as the given data of the problem. For example, s/he may have selected GNP—Gross
Table 1
Input example from the domain of economics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable’s description</th>
<th>Variable’s name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
<td>GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross National Product</td>
<td>GNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Factor Payments from abroad</td>
<td>NFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Consumption</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government consumption and investment</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net exports</td>
<td>NX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private disposable income</td>
<td>DY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfers received from the Government</td>
<td>TR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest payments on the Government Debt</td>
<td>INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes paid to the Government</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private saving</td>
<td>Spvt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government saving</td>
<td>Sgovt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National saving</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current account balance</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{GDP} &= \text{GNP} - \text{NFP} \\
\text{GDP} &= \text{C} + \text{I} + \text{G} + \text{NX} \\
\text{DY} &= \text{GDP} + \text{NFP} + \text{TR} + \text{INT} - \text{T} \\
\text{CA} &= \text{NX} + \text{NFP}
\end{align*}
\]

National Product, NFP—Net Factor Payments from abroad, I—Investment and S—National saving to be the known variables of the problem.

- Step 3 (values of the known variables): The instructor is requested to enter values for the known variables of the problem.
- Step 4 (verification of WEAR’s choices): At this step (Fig. 8) the system presents to the instructor a simple problem text that it has produced which describes the given and asked data. The instructor may change this text to make it more realistic and comprehensible. The information concerning the known and unknown variables is used by WEAR to examine the domain equations and isolate the ones that are needed for the problem to be solved. In some domains more than one equation exists that defines the same variable. In such cases WEAR finds all the relevant equations to the variables selected. Then it presents them to the instructor who is expected to select the appropriate ones for the problem s/he is currently constructing.
- Step 5 (problem’s name and difficulty level): The instructor is requested to enter a name for the problem s/he has constructed and to define the problem’s level of difficulty.

Finally, WEAR allows the authoring of electronic textbooks by instructors and delivers them over the WWW to learners (Moundridou & Virvou, 2001a). These textbooks offer navigation support to students, adapted to their individual needs and knowledge. The authoring procedure to create an adaptive electronic textbook with WEAR is quite simple. In particular, the instructor should prepare HTML files for the topics that would be contained in the electronic textbook. The
next step is to use WEAR’s facilities for uploading these files to the WEAR server. For each uploaded file the instructor must specify a title, a difficulty level and the position that it should have in the topics hierarchy. S/he should also relate topics to the domain variables and edit the is_prerequisite_of and is_related_to relationships between topics.

2.3.2. The learning environment

The knowledge representation of the domain being taught, as well as information obtained from student models, are exploited by WEAR to provide adaptive navigation support to students (Brusilovsky, 1996). To achieve this, WEAR makes use of the adaptive link annotation technique: students interacting with the system see visual cues (different icons next to each link) that inform them about the current state both of the available problems and of the topics constituting the teaching material. This is done in order to facilitate the student’s choice about which problem to solve next and which topic to study, as well as to provide them with information concerning the already mastered topics and concepts.

When a student attempts to solve a problem, the system provides an environment where the student gives the solution step by step. At first the student is presented with a problem statement like the one shown in Fig. 9. The student is requested to write down the equations that are needed to solve the problem and then s/he is requested to mathematically solve the problem. To detect the erroneous answers the system compares the student’s solution to its own at every step. The
The Problem Solver incorporates knowledge about how to solve systems of linear equations correctly and may generate the solution to a problem using information about the specific domain to which the problem belongs (e.g. physics). During the process of solving a problem the student’s actions are monitored by the system. In case of an erroneous action, the Problem Solver passes the student’s answer to the Student Modeller, which is then responsible for diagnosing the cause of the error. The errors that are recognised by WEAR’s Student Modeller are these that the empirical study indicated that exist:

**Domain errors.** These include errors that are due to the student’s unfamiliarity with the domain being taught. For example, if a student enters the equation \( S = I - CA \) instead of the correct \( S = I + CA \), then the error is attributed to the category of Domain errors and in particular to the sub-category of “erroneous relationship between variables”.

**Mathematical errors.** These include errors that are due to the student’s lack of skills in solving mathematical equations. Such errors could be calculation errors, errors in isolating the unknown variable, etc. For example, if a student trying to isolate \( CA \) in the equation \( S = I + CA \) enters \( CA = S + I \) instead of \( CA = S - I \), then the error is attributed to the category of Mathematical errors and in particular to the sub-category of “wrong isolation of the unknown variable”.

Fig. 9. Solving a problem while in student’s mode.
The Student Modeller performs error diagnosis based on the above categories of error and then the system provides the student with the appropriate feedback message indicating the exact error that the student has made. If for example the student has entered the erroneous answer \( CA = 150000 \) instead of the correct \( CA = 50000 \), the feedback message that s/he will receive will be: “Your current response \( CA = 150\,000 \) is wrong. Check the calculations you have made.” The student interface includes an animated speaking character, which is responsible for communicating the instructions and feedback messages to the students.

The information concerning the particular kinds of error that each student makes is kept in the student model and is used by WEAR in order (1) to resolve ambiguities that arise from errors for which more than one hypothesis can be generated as to what the cause of the error has been and (2) to form individualised detailed progress reports of the student, which could be requested by the student and/or the instructor.

3. Experiment concerning the authoring procedure

3.1. Aims and settings of the experiment

The second and most extensive part of our experiment involved instructors only. The main aim of this part of the experiment was to identify issues that related to the instructors’ needs and expectations when they were building an ITS using an authoring tool. In that way, we would be able to decide upon the final form that each component of the generated ITSs should have and most importantly upon the way the authoring of the ITSs should be performed and supported.

This part of the experiment involved six instructors. The six instructors were different from those involved in the first part. They all had a first and/or higher degree in Physics or Mathematics and were all experienced as classroom instructors. Half of them had more than 10 years teaching experience and the rest of them from 3 to 5 years. Finally, we should note that all of the instructors were very competent computer users.

The six instructors were given a description of the first part of the experiment along with the results of it and were asked to categorise the most frequent student errors and associate each of them to a stereotype of student. Furthermore, we asked them to grade several student papers and also to define the difficulty level of each exercise that was given to students. Instructors were also asked to answer some questions concerning their teaching style and preferences. All these were done so that we could collect information about the instructors’ attitude towards teaching and students’ learning in real settings. This information would lead to design decisions concerning the following issues: (1) how the generated by the authoring tool ITS should be acting as a virtual instructor and (2) what parts of the ITS should be parameterised for the instructors to be allowed to define their own structure or behaviour.

3.2. Analysis of the results

Based on the analysis of the information collected from the instructors in this part of the experiment, we reached a general conclusion. This was that the instructors’ attitude toward the teaching/learning process varied a lot among them. As will be discussed in the subsequent
paragraphs, different instructors associated differently student errors to student stereotypes; they also gave different weight to the same student errors, they graded student papers different and finally the level of difficulty they assigned to each problem was in some cases very dissimilar.

In particular, the levels of difficulty (ranging from very easy to very difficult) that instructors assigned to five physics problems were in some cases very diverse (e.g. for a particular problem half of the instructors stated that it was difficult and the other half that it was very easy). Based on this result, we can assume that there are cases when an instructor may overestimate or underestimate the level of difficulty of the problems s/he poses to his/her class. In a real setting the instructor is able to explore immediately the results of his/her teaching and reconsider his/her opinion. To be able to do the same (adjust his/her teaching decisions, such as the difficulty level of problems) in an e-learning scenario, the instructor should be offered feedback by the authoring tool concerning the performance of his/her class.

Instructors were also asked to state for each kind of error the frequency it occurred in real settings and to give a weight for its importance. The instructors’ answers indicated that there were errors for which instructors almost agreed on their frequency and importance and others for which they completely disagreed. For example, for the error that students make when they attempt to use a correctly formed equation which is not appropriate for the particular problem, almost half of the instructors stated that this happens rarely, whereas the other half stated that this is a frequent mistake. Accordingly, some of the instructors considered this kind of error to be very important and some others to be not so important. Twidale (1992) reports on a similar finding and notes that the differing importance attached by different teachers to certain errors affects the degree to which they are likely to intervene in a student’s action. He also argues that there appear to be at least three different ways that teachers can classify errors: the complexity of the concept, the difficulty of learning the correct rule and the personal preference of the teacher. Based on this, and on our observations we can argue that instructors when authoring an ITS should be allowed to have the responsibility for defining the importance of each kind of error since this affects the students’ marks and reflects the instructors’ personal teaching style.

From the instructors’ answers to questions concerning their teaching style and preferences we came up with the finding that their attitude towards their students is sometimes based on certain students’ characteristics and not only on the students’ current and actual performance. For example, some instructors stated that the grade they gave to a student depended on the effort that s/he had made; some others stated that they were more strict in grading a student that repeatedly made the same mistake or less strict with novice or careless students. Thus, an ITS authoring tool should monitor students closely, collect observable information of this kind and ask the instructor to specify which parameters should be used to grade students.

Another interesting finding was that instructors usually looked deeply into their students’ solutions to problems and they did not just check if their final answer was correct or not. They did so in order to discover possible misconceptions that students may have had, especially in the cases of difficult problems and/or weak students. Accordingly, instructors stated that if their students were working with a computer program to solve problems they would like to be provided with detailed information concerning the students’ performance.

The experiment also revealed a great diversity of instructors’ opinions about the underlying cause of students’ errors. This was also the case with the course of action that each instructor
would follow to help the student correct his/her erroneous answer. For example, instructors were asked what their advice would be to a student if s/he wrote down a correct equation which was not appropriate for the particular problem. Some of the different instructors’ responses were the following:

“I would suggest him to read again and more carefully the problem statement”
“I would tell him to write down every equation s/he knows and reject the ones that s/he considers not appropriate for the specific problem”
“I would point out the existence of an error and would ask the student to find out how s/he could fix this problem”

The diversity of instructors’ beliefs and actions concerning the errors that students make, leads to the following important design decision: instructors should be allowed the responsibility for specifying how they wish the ITS to respond to each kind of student error.

The first part of the experiment revealed the fact that students were interested in knowing some aspects concerning their instructor. In view of this, instructors were asked whether they were aware of this. Most of them responded positively and described several situations of this kind. For example, an instructor said: “Students are indeed interested in knowing several things about their instructor. Preconceptions of this kind affects students’ idea about the course they are going to have. However, not all students are being affected in the same way: good students are attracted by a demanding instructor who motivates them to try harder; on the contrary, weak students are discouraged when their instructor is demanding.” To allow students to have a more personal interaction with the ITS, they should be allowed to know about some characteristics of their instructor that have either been inferred by the system or have been explicitly stated by the instructor.

3.3. Incorporating an instructor modelling component in WEAR

The most important finding of the study that we conducted was the following: ITS authoring tools should allow instructors to put their own teaching style and knowledge into practice. To maximise the flexibility and adaptivity of WEAR to instructors, we incorporated an instructor modelling component into its architecture. The resulting architecture and design refinements of WEAR are described in the following subsections.

3.3.1. System’s architecture

The system’s underlying architecture is shown in Fig. 10. The Authoring components contain the system’s modules dealing with courseware construction and management. These are tools for describing a domain in terms of variables and equations, associating domain variables with topics of the electronic textbook, specifying relationships between topics, uploading teaching material, managing student records, constructing new problems and tests and retrieving problems that were previously constructed. The information that the Authoring components receive from the instructor is used for the construction of Domain knowledge and problems.

The Instructor modeller is responsible for building and updating each instructor model. The Instructor model holds: (1) information obtained explicitly by asking the instructors (such information may be the instructor’s preferences concerning the course and his/her teaching expertise),
and (2) implicit information inferred by WEAR (such as the instructor’s interest in some categories of problem). The Instructor model provides information that is used by the system to individualise the interaction with each instructor; for example, when an instructor browses the categories of problem, the ones that s/he is interested in are already pre-selected by the system.

The Tutoring components consist of components that interact with students while they are solving problems, present the teaching material in an adaptive way and form individualised advice for students. To perform these tasks, the Tutoring components need to know who each student is and what s/he knows so far. In addition, the Tutoring components need to know what the structure of the domain being taught is (e.g. what the prerequisite concepts of each concept are) and what the correct equations that describe this domain are. The sources for all this information are the Student models and the Domain knowledge and problems. Student models are updated by the Student modeller each time a student interacts with the system. When the student makes a mistake, the Student modeller is responsible for diagnosing the cause of it.

The resulting ITSs from WEAR have a Student interface that operates in two modes: the instructor and the co-student. In both cases there is a speaking animated cartoon-style agent which communicates the system’s messages to the student. The underlying reasoning used for both modes is based on the Student model and Instructor model. The difference of these modes is restricted to the interface level. In particular, in the instructor mode, the interface agent simulates an instructor and provides rather formal messages to the student whereas in the co-student mode, the agent simulates a co-student that provides messages in a more casual way. On the other hand, the Instructor interface does not include any animated agent and it operates as a conventional GUI.

As shown in Fig. 10, WEAR uses its instructor and student model for instructors and students, respectively, but also vice versa. This means that the model of each class of user is also used as a source of information to be passed to the other class of user. This is done both explicitly by informing the other class of user and implicitly by affecting the model of the other class of user. For example, instructors may be given some information about students’ performance from the student model in order for instructors to evaluate their own teaching strategy. Similarly, students may be given explicitly some information about their instructors’ preferences concerning their
teaching strategies. In this way students may have a better idea about how to collaborate with their instructor.

The above examples concern the case when each class of user may be given explicitly some information from the model of the other class. However, most importantly the models of the two classes of user interact with each other and affect the modelling process itself. For example, the students’ performance recorded in the student models is used to calculate the degree of an instructor’s tendency to overestimate or underestimate the level of difficulty that s/he assigns to problems. If a high degree of such a tendency seems to exist, it is recorded in the instructor’s model and used to provide individualised help to him/her (e.g. to remind the instructor of this tendency when s/he constructs new problems). Similarly an instructor model may affect student models. For example, the students’ level of knowledge, which is recorded in student models, is assessed taking into account the students’ errors. These may either be mathematical or domain errors. By default WEAR considers the two kinds of error equally important; however, if an instructor model indicates a specific instructor’s preference to weigh more one kind of error than the other, then the students’ level of knowledge is calculated taking into account the instructor’s preference.

The implementation of the system is based on the client–server architecture. WEAR resides on a Web server. Both students and instructors are clients who can use the teaching and authoring services offered by the system using a conventional Web browser.

3.3.2. Additional instructors’ facilities in authoring

Instructors are requested to classify themselves in one of three categories concerning their teaching expertise: “novice”, “having little experience”, and “experienced”. This information is stored in their instructor model and used by WEAR to provide them with adapted help concerning the selection of teaching strategies. Moreover, instructors are asked to explicitly provide their long-term preferences for the course they author in terms of the course’s difficulty and popularity. WEAR compares these preferences, which are also part of the instructor’s model, with the instructor’s actions. If an inconsistency is present, WEAR informs the instructor that the course does not seem to follow his/her long-term goals. For example, an inconsistency between the instructor’s actions and his/her long-term goals may arise when s/he has stated that s/he wishes the course to be easy and the problems s/he has constructed are difficult.

While students are working on the given problems the system collects evidence about the level of difficulty so that it can provide feedback to the instructor. For example, if the majority of the students of a certain level have failed in solving a particular problem, which has been assigned to this level, then the instructor is informed. In a case like this, perhaps the instructor may wish to reconsider the level of difficulty since there is evidence that the problem may be of a higher level of difficulty. On the other hand, if many students have managed to solve a problem of a higher level of difficulty than the one proposed by the instructor, the level of difficulty may have been overestimated by the instructor. In this case too, the system informs the instructor. In both cases, the tool does not take the initiative to alter the level of difficulty by itself: it suggests the instructor to increase or decrease this measure according to the observed students’ performance in a specific problem. In this way an instructor is being assisted by the system in the classification of problems.

Beyond constructing a problem by himself/herself, the instructor has the ability to explore the problems constructed by others and choose the ones that s/he desires to be accessible by his/her
class. Every time an instructor constructs a new problem the system performs this problem’s categorisation based on some parameters. The problems are first categorised according to the domain to which they belong. At a second level the problems of each domain are categorised according to the variables they involve and their level of difficulty. Every variable of the domain can possibly form a problem category. For example, a problem like: “A force of 100 Newtons is acting on a 25 kg object which is initially stable. After 10 secs how much is the impulse?” belongs to the broad category “Physics” and in the sub-categories “Impulse”, “Velocity” and “Acceleration” due to the variables involved in it. The same problem could also belong to the sub-category “level of difficulty 1” based on the problem’s level of difficulty as this has been defined by the instructor.

Instructors are allowed either to browse the collection of problems by selecting the categories and sub-categories that match their needs and interests, or to search the entire collection using some keywords. The instructor modelling mechanism is responsible for tailoring the interaction of the instructors with the system to the instructors’ needs.

Finally, when building an electronic textbook, instructors are provided with tools that verify the consistency of the course and report possible problems or errors, such as the case when the prerequisite relationships imply that a topic indirectly requires the knowledge of itself. To offer more intelligent and individualised help WEAR relies on the information provided by the instructor modelling component that it embodies.

3.3.3. Instructor and student models and their interaction

The instructor modelling component monitors each instructor’s interactions with WEAR and constructs and/or updates his/her user model. In particular, the instructor aspects that are being modelled in WEAR, are the instructor’s preferences, usual activities, special interests and his/her level of expertise in teaching. These are described below.

In WEAR the instructor may give some long-term preferences as to whether s/he wishes the course to be difficult, average or easy or whether s/he wishes it to be very popular or fairly popular or whether s/he is not interested in this feature. Each of these preferences is associated with student interest in the course and with a percentage of failure in performances of class students. The student interest in the course is measured by observable actions of students, such as how many times students visit the electronic textbook, and/or how many problems they have solved. The instructor may also state how important s/he considers each category of student error to be. In that way the students’ level of knowledge could be calculated according to the instructor’s preferences, assigning higher weight to those errors that the instructor has defined as more important.

Instructor’s activities that are frequent are also recorded in his/her long-term model. For example, if an instructor often constructs problems that belong to the same category then it is inferred that this particular instructor is a “major contributor” in that sort of problem and this usual activity of his/her is recorded in his/her user model. In addition, the instructor’s interests are inferred and recorded in the long-term instructor model. For example, if an instructor frequently searches for specific categories of problem then the inference made is that this instructor is “interested” in these categories of problem and this special interest of his/her is recorded in his/her user model.

Finally, in WEAR the instructor model records the teaching expertise of the instructor. This is explicitly stated by the instructor himself/herself. Each instructor may situate himself/herself in
one of three categories: novice, having little experience and experienced. In the case of novice tutors and those having little experience, the authoring tool offers more detailed help concerning the teaching strategies that the tutor may select and shows him/her by default the results of the consistency checks.

The instructor model is utilised by the system in the following ways:

To provide individualised help to the instructor. For example, if an instructor has stated a long-term goal that s/he wishes to render the course popular within the class students then the authoring tool will examine whether the instructor’s long-term goal is far or not from being met. Student models provide information about how many students have attempted certain exercises and how many times they have seen certain lectures.

To adapt the interaction with instructors. When an instructor wishes to find a problem and decides to browse the available categories, s/he will see that in the categories’ list the ones that s/he frequently explores are pre-selected for him/her by the system. In addition, if new problems belonging to the categories that a particular user is interested in are added, the system informs the user when s/he logs in.

To promote collaborative work among instructors. Users are offered the choice of seeing what other users have done along two dimensions: the course structure and the constructed problems. Concerning the former, the information that is presented to the instructor is the structure of a similar course created by another instructor. In that way, instructors who may be novice as course designers could be assisted by more experienced peers who have previously used WEAR. When selecting to see problems constructed by others, the instructor is presented with a list of problems constructed by instructors who are considered by the system as “major contributors” in the categories that this specific instructor is considered “interested”.

To provide a more personalised learning environment for the student. As has been already mentioned, the interface with the student works through a speaking agent and it operates in two modes: the instructor mode and the co-student mode. In both cases of the instructor and the co-student mode, the instructor model is used to pass some information about the instructor to the student. For example, as the empirical study has shown, students would like to know to some extent who their instructor is; what the instructor expects from the students or what his/her priorities are in terms of the course taught, how difficult the exercises s/he gives are, etc. Usually, they seek such information from older students who had the same instructor in the past, or they ask such questions to their instructors themselves. However, such information may be passed to them from the instructor modelling component through the student interface. This is done in order to render the interaction with the ITS more personalised for the student. Therefore, the virtual co-student uses information from the instructor modelling component to answer questions of students that concern certain aspects of their instructors, e.g. what the success rate was in the previous course given or whether the course is considered by the instructor as hard or not. However, these pieces of information are passed to the student only if the instructor has agreed to this.

The student model that WEAR maintains is a combination of a stereotype and an overlay student model, similarly with other systems such as (Hohl, Böcker, & Gunzenhäuser, 1996). The stereotype student model is formed either directly by the instructor or after a preliminary test that
has been posed to the student. It classifies initially the student according to his/her knowledge of the domain and his/her mathematical skills. As a result of this, each student is assigned to a stereotype (novice, beginner, intermediate or expert). The stereotype model defines initial values for the overlay student model. The latter is represented by a set of pairs “concept-value”. The concepts are domain concepts and concepts concerning the equation solving process (e.g. isolating the unknown variable in an equation). Domain concepts include domain variables and topics constituting the teaching material. For example, each variable presented in Table 1 constitutes a domain concept for the economics domain. The value for each concept is an estimation of the student’s knowledge level of this concept and it is initialised by the stereotype student model. If, for example, the stereotype model indicates that a student is “intermediate” as to his/her mathematical skills and “beginner” as to his/her knowledge in the domain, then the concepts constituting the overlay student model are given values according to the following assumptions: every concept that concerns the equation solving process and that has not been rated by the instructor as difficult or very difficult is considered known by the student; every domain concept rated as very easy is considered already known. After the initialisation of each “concept-value” pair, the student model is updated taking into account the student’s performance in solving the problems associated with this concept and the reading or not of the corresponding teaching material. For example, if a student has successfully solved all problems evaluating the domain concept “Gross Domestic Product—GDP” and s/he has also read the corresponding topics of the electronic textbook, then in his/her student model the concept “GDP” will hold the value 1 and thus it will be considered known.

4. Evaluation of the design

The last phase of the study was an evaluation of the design and preceded the final implementation of the system which has now been completed. This phase involved both instructors and students and aimed at verifying the design guidelines of both the authoring and learning environments of WEAR.

The instructors who participated in this part of the study were given a description of WEAR and were asked to rate its functions and utilities by assigning to each of them a value between 1 and 5. In particular, 5 stood for “extremely useful”, 4 for “useful”, 3 for “probably useful”, 2 for “probably useless” and 1 for “completely useless”. The described functions were reflecting the resulting from the first two parts of the study design guidelines. The mean ratings for each function/utility (in order from the function with the highest to the one with the lowest rating) are shown in Table 2.

These results show that the majority of the instructors liked the functionality of the system that concerned the construction of problems and the problem solving support provided to students (rating ≥3.5). On the other hand, instructors were more restrained in their ratings when it came to utilities that would help them collaborate with peers. However, what seems to be important and rather encouraging is that all the described functions were considered by the instructors as at least “probably useful” (the lowest mean rating was 2.8, while 3 stood for “probably useful”).

Students’ involvement in this verification phase of the study, concerned the evaluation of the user interface component of the generated by WEAR ITSs. We restricted this part of the investigation
to the approval of the user interface since it is not possible for students to evaluate the efficiency of the system as a learning aid or to check whether the error diagnosis it performs is valid or not. However, the students’ opinion for the interface of a learning environment is of great importance since it is an important factor for the acceptance or not of the tool in real settings. In particular, two kinds of experiment were performed, each with a different interface agent embodied in the interface of the ITS (Moundridou & Virvou, 2001, 2002).

For the first experiment a speech-driven anthropomorphic agent was incorporated in the student interface and was responsible for guiding students in the environment and communicating the system’s feedback messages. Two groups of students each consisting of 24 subjects worked either with this version of the ITS or with an agent-less version of it. Through data collected from log files, questionnaires, pre- and post-tests, we reached the conclusion that there were mainly two advantages that were induced by the presence of the agent. The first advantage concerned the enjoyment that students felt when they interacted with a system that embodied a speaking animated interface agent. The other advantage was that students working with the agent version of the system found the problems that they should solve less difficult than students working without

Table 2
Means of instructors’ ratings for the functionality of a hypothetical Web-based ITS authoring tool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions/utilities</th>
<th>Mean rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You can specify the level of difficulty for each problem you are constructing.</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tool provides advice to students concerning which problems they should try to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solve</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tool allows you to provide problems like the ones described in this experiment</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as well as other teaching material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tool assists you in the problem construction phase (checks whether the problem</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is solvable, produces the solution, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tool allows you to define the weight of each kind of error in the students’</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students are being modelled by the system and you can examine at any time the values</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that the attributes of these student models hold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students can solve problems with this tool which performs error diagnosis and</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>provides each student with individualised feedback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You can register your students in a virtual class</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You can associate topics of the curriculum with domain concepts and define</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prerequisite relationships between them.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on this information the tool suggests to each student which topic s/he</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>should study each time depending on his/her current level of knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tool informs you in case it has inferred (based on your students’ performance)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that you have the tendency to over or underestimate the level of difficulty that</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you assign to problems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are able to search for problems constructed by other instructors who are using</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the tool and adopt problems you find useful for your own virtual class</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The interface of the tool in the student’s mode of function incorporates an</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>animated speaking character that represents a virtual instructor and is responsible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for communicating the system’s messages to the student</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tool infers your interests and maintains a model for you. Based on your model</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the tool informs you when new problems that might interest you are added in the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>database by other instructors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the agent did, despite the fact that the performance of both groups of students was similar. The importance of this finding is great concerning the motivation of students to work with the system; it shows that students working with the agent version are more motivated than students working with the agent-less version are.

After conducting a short investigation study concerning the type of animated agent that we should use, we replaced the anthropomorphic agent with a cartoon character. The investigation that we conducted was among students of various ages and backgrounds. Among other questions we also asked them what type of animated agent they would prefer in an interface. The majority of students seemed to have favoured a cartoon character rather than an anthropomorphic one. The main reasons for this was that they considered cartoon characters more pleasant and cute and less stressful. As a consequence, the new speech-driven animated agent was Microsoft’s Peedy the parrot. A second experiment similar to the one mentioned above was conducted to verify if the previous positive findings still existed. The results showed that this was true. Indeed, students working with Peedy seemed even more enthusiastic as their enjoyment ratings indicated.

Conclusions and future work

In the last decade a large number of researchers in the area of computer-based learning have put their efforts in the design and development of authoring tools for intelligent tutoring systems. The reason for the increased interest in authoring tools is that they provide environments where instructors may author their own ITSs reflecting exactly their own teaching style and preferences. However, the construction of an authoring tool inherits the difficulty of the construction of an ITS and it is even more complex since authoring tools should operate effectively both for the instructors who intend to build an ITS and for the students who should learn from it. To design a successful and effective ITS authoring tool one must perform a careful and extensive requirements analysis in which both classes of prospective users (instructors and students) should be involved. This is even more the case when the authoring tool is meant to operate over the Web.

In this paper we reported on an empirical study that we conducted in order to design and develop WEAR, a Web-based ITS authoring tool for algebra-related domains. In the three phases of the study we investigated several aspects concerning the attitude and behaviour of both students and instructors. This effort proved to be really useful in defining the design guidelines of WEAR’s authoring and learning environments. Some of the findings were domain-dependent in the sense that they could apply to algebra-related domains. This means that these findings could be useful for ITSs and ITS authoring tools similar to WEAR. However, a lot of the findings were absolutely domain-independent and therefore could be useful for other authoring tools as well. Such findings refer mainly to the instructors and students’ attitudes and could be used in authoring tools to enhance their functionality.

In particular, beyond the practical issues that we explored (e.g. kinds of students’ errors that the ITS should recognise), the emphasis was given to the exploration of the instructors’ beliefs and actions. This gave us insight for specific design guidelines concerning the authoring procedure. The fact that most aspects of the teaching/learning process are viewed by different instructors in different ways led to the important requirement of incorporating an instructor modelling component in the architecture of WEAR. This requirement is completely domain-independent and therefore
could be used for any authoring tool. Indeed, an instructor modelling component may render the system more flexible and adaptable to particular instructors' interests and needs. The instructor modelling component interacts with other components of the system in order to form an instructor model which is used for tailoring advice to the individual instructor. Furthermore, the study also revealed the need for enriching the role of instructors by providing them with relevant information throughout the ITS development life cycle.

The incorporation of an instructor modelling component in the architecture of an ITS authoring tool is a novelty in the area of authoring tools. WEAR’s paradigm proves the usefulness of this approach and reveals several aspects that are open for further research. For example, the exact information that an instructor model should hold, the sources for acquiring such information and the way that the instructor models could be utilised are issues that should be explored further. The results of the research in the area of user modelling can definitely provide useful guidelines for the instructor modelling approach. Various user modelling methods and techniques (e.g. Carberry, 2001; Webb, Pazzanim & Billsus, 2001; Zukerman & Albrecht, 2001) can be applied to model the instructors in ITS authoring tools and to use these models to improve the quality of such systems.

Finally, the most important asset of WEAR is the fact that its design was based on the results of an extensive and multilateral investigation. The dearth of reports on knowledge acquisition for ITSs is a fact that has already been acknowledged in the literature (e.g. Twidale, 1992). This is even more the case for authoring tools where such reports are completely absent. Reporting on studies like the one described in this paper is by itself calls for research in the area of ITSs and ITS authoring tools since they can assist in the accumulation of knowledge to guide the development of future systems.
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